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President's Ponderings
Thank you to ever who made the effort to attend the AGM on Tuesday. The current
committee were all re-elected, so please welcome and support your new committee:
President - Martin Bettridge
Vice-President - Darryl Bell
Secretary - Allison Webb
Treasurer - Mary Belia
Newsletter editor - Lucinda Doughty
Newsletter distributor - Verlie Climpson
Facebook Administrators - Allison, Lucinda and Mary
Thank you to everyone for the effort you put in to the club. Without the volunteers (as well as
the walk leaders) we all wouldn't get to enjoy the wonderful activities and people that we
currently do.
This coming year will be a big one as we are hosting the Combined Camp in May 2022. We
are all looking forward to this and we will need club members to help out to make it a
successful weekend. More on that to come next year.
Also a reminder that your memberships are now due. Mary has said there are several longterm members who haven't paid their current fees yet, so if you haven't gotten around to it
yet, now is a good time!

The weather is already starting to warm up so enjoy the outdoors as much as you can before
it gets too hot!
Happy walking,
Marty

Free to Good Home
1 pair men's approach shoes (ideal for scrambling on rock). 2nd hand, but still some life left in
them. Size 44 (UK 9, US 10). Text Michelle if interested 0428957326.

Bushwalking Queensland Calendar
Bushwalking Queensland is starting a calendar where all clubs can put their walks so that if
you wish to join in the activity from another club you know about it. If any Bundaberg club
members are travelling and interested in looking at this calendar please contact Lucinda or
Allison and we can give you the information.

Missing Memberships
Can the person who deposited $20 into the bank on 23 June via Q Bank please contact Mary
to let her know you have paid your membership fee?

Memberships Now Overdue
Your membership for the 2021 - 2022 year are now OVERDUE. To join/renew your
membership please:
•
•

Fill in the membership form by clicking the link here or contacting Lucinda to arrange
for a paper copy.
Pay your membership fee ($20 for adults, $10 for children) by EFT at a monthly
meeting, by posting a cheque c/- PO Box 696, Bundaberg QLD 4670, or by EFT
BSB064-403, account no 00915879 quoting your surname as reference.

Any questions please call Lucinda (0421 011 181).

Tips for New Members/Guests
Welcome! We are glad to have you.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Most importantly, if you are interested in joining an activity, PLEASE call the leader.
They are the best person to answer any questions, explain what you need to do/bring.
You cannot register for a walk by responding on Facebook or by emailing the club.
You need to communicate this with the leader directly.
Please read the walk description and difficulty rating carefully.
Our website has a copy of the Member's Handbook on it - please have a read of this.
Please take the pack requirements seriously, especially for medium and hard off-track
walks.
All activities have some limitations on numbers - either due to Covid, National Parks
numbers, or the preference of the leader.
For hard walks, don't be fooled by the distance. A 10km walk can take 2 hours or 8
hours depending on difficulty. The walk description and the leader will give you
information on what to expect. Most of our medium and hard walks are off-track, this is
very different walking to formed tracks or national parks tracks. The leader will give
you details, if in doubt, start with an easier walk.

Covid-19 Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaders will include Covid safety information in their pre-walk briefing
If a participant is unwell or is showing flu-like symptoms, they cannot participate in the
activity
Club radios will not be used on walks
During the activity participants are required to maintain 1.5m distance
No carpooling will be organised by the club, however if you wish to arrange your own
you can do so.
The leader will complete the paperwork (sign-in sheet) for each walk an ensure a copy
is kept.
Maximum group size of 20 people.
No contact while on the activity.
Participants are not to share equipment, waterbottles, food etc.
Participants should maintain good hygiene at all times, including regularly
washing/sanitising their hands.
With kayking, if participants assist each other getting their kayaks in or out of the
water, they should wash their hands before and after doing so.
Please ensure that any photos you post are appropriate given the current conditions.

The rules are additional rules for club purposes. They do not replace any laws or guidelines
set by the government or Queensland Health, so members and participants are reminded
that they still need to be aware of their individual obligations at all times.

Walk Reports
August 6, 2021 - Mt Perry Opening Walk
About 2 years ago, checking for hikes to do, I came across the Mt Perry Summit walk project
by the Mt Perry development board. Seeing it was already from 2 years ago, I went “Yes,
should be done by now, let’s do it”. Packed the car and my Austrian visitor and on Australia
Day 2020 drove to Mt Perry to climb the summit. Sadly, could not find the summit walk or any
sign pointing me in the right direction, asking around there were only shoulder shrugging or
vague answers like ‘should be around there’. After trying probably every and any road and
dirt track around the area we admitted defeat and went for checking out the old smelter site
instead. So when I saw the notice for the official opening ceremony a couple of weeks ago I
knew I had to be there to see it happening. Michelle agreed to come, too.
The opening ceremony started at 10 am at the trail head, which could not be missed with 2
new signs directing you to the site. Approx. 60 – 80 persons were attending the ceremony,
but guessing from the footwear the majority was not intending to do the walk. There was a
welcome to country ceremony with digeridoo, speeches by the various stakeholders:
Evolution mining, QLD government, Gidarjil Development Corporation, Mt Perry Community
Development Board, North Burnett Regional Council, and finally the ribbon at the trial exit
was cut. Trays with sandwiches, water and soft drinks appeared and it was just before noon
when we finally started the walk.
Mt Perry peak is 740 m above sea level, with Mt Perry township at 184 m about 550 m of
altitude are to conquer to get to the top. The walk is 6.9 km return and is rated a grade 3
track. For the purpose of our rating I would suggest Medium S2b. The first 900 m are access
track on private property, this part of the walk is very steep and no shade is available.
Walking it in the middle of a sunny day was very hot. Through a gate at the end of the access
track you enter the forest and shade of the Mt Perry resource reserve and the trail becomes
less steep. About halfway there is the top of a cliff about 20 m of the track, with stunning
views into Mt Perry valley, this place made a good spot for a short break. The last 300 m of
the trail are access road again, the last part again very steep but thankfully in the shade. And
we were on the summit. The summit is not particular pretty, it has been partly flattened to
carry an array of antennas, towers, solar panels and other auxiliary. But the view is worth
getting up here, the view to the south west including Good Night Scrub and the Rawling Gold
Mine.
Trailhead: Fenced, carpark for 8 cars, shelter with table and benches. Adjacent to shelter a
Whitsunday bottle tree and 3 Mt Perry zamias have been freshly planted to commemorate
the opening of the trail. About 20 m away 2 benches in the shade of trees. No water.
Trail: In between the 2 access tracks the trail has been laid out lovingly and easy to follow.
Mostly not to steeply sloped but there are a few short steep sections. Walking is mostly on
natural surfaces, at rocky passages flattened rocks have been used to provide ‘pavement’ or
‘steps’. Several benches are provided, the first one after about 500 m on the access road with

stunning view. We took 2.25 h to get to the top, checking out all views and admiring all
tagged trees, and 1.5 h to get back down.
Vegetation: The trail passes through different vegetation communities, my favourite was
along a ridge with hoop pine and vine forest and the final vegetation community of open
forest of big old eucalypts. It was planned to have identifying signs on trees, but the sign
holders had not arrived so that is something which is still going to happen in the future.
Wildlife: Echidna, koala and wallabies live in this area. There was plenty of birdlife starting
with a flock of apostle birds at the trailhead and white browed scrub wrens scurrying around
in death branches beside the track just beneath the summit.
We had an absolutely beautiful day and I can’t wait to do the walk again! - Angela
August 8 - Red Rock Trail, Agnes Water
This walk is very aptly named and a beautiful walk. The exposed nature of the walk makes it
most suitable as a winter time walk. Twelve walkers (including visitors) rendezvoused in
Agnes Waters and as the track to the trail head seemed non sedan friendly the decision was
made to park on the road and walk in the 800m – after all, this is the bushwalking club. The
walk notes were a bit misleading in that the distance given for the walk didn’t include the
portion from the car park, down to the beach and along a bit to the official ‘start’ of the walk.
The trail markers didn’t indicate where the trail officially ended so not sure if we walked
further or not. So overall, rather than a short walk as expected we ended up doing over 10km.
The walk was up and over headlands with short beach sections in between and the rocks
certainly were red. A late morning tea was held on the furthest headland taking in the views
with the return walk the same way. Lunch was held under a pandanas tree on the last
headland before the steep climb from the beach back up to the car park. After returning to the
cars some departed to make their way home whilst a small group also followed the paperbark
trail which was an interesting walk with lots of stepping ‘stones’. To end the day we
celebrated with coffee, cake or gelato. It is very scenic and with perfect weather and great
walk companions it made for a fantastic day out - Allison
August 8 - Hummock Sunset walk
A beautifully sunny and warm afternoon when 8 walkers and a seeing eye dog met at
Heathwood Park. We first traversed the grassed area with the playground to the entrance to
Maureen Smith park. This park is only a few acres but planted with trees and bushes found in
the original Woongarra Scrub which once covered the whole area to Elliot Head before
clearing. We walked two different loops, looking at and discussing trees and even tried some
Burdekin plums. Very sour!
Then back to the cars, having a short break, and up the Hummock via the board walk and up
on the look-out tank. There is no 360 degree view anymore, some of the surrounding trees
have grown too big. But the view to the west for the sunset was open. I had hoped for the
view of a cane fire, but there wasn’t any, but a big smoke cloud in direction of Elliot Head. As
is was still a bit too early for the sunset, 5 of us went for an extra loop, down the road and up

the board walk again. It is a bit hard to time a walk that you are exactly on time at a specific
place. But the sunset did not disappoint, suddenly the sun was dropping very fast, bringing
on its golden, orange and reddish colours - Angela
August 21, 2021 - Full Moon Walk, Burnett Heads
Eleven walkers (including visitors) gathered at Burnett Heads and commenced our evening
stroll. First out to the lighthouse with some exploring the break water before heading along
the foreshore to meet up with the path at the playground. Even Barry with the help of his
wheelie walker & Pauline with her sticks made it to the lighthouse and back so it was great to
have them along. From the playground we continued along the pathway with some walkers
stopping at Oaks Beach and others continuing to the end of the road where the path
continues into the Mon Repos reserve. By now the moon had risen but had
been camouflaged by smoke on the horizon so we didn’t get to see the moon rise. Returning
the same way we met up with the rest of the group at the playground and returned to the
cars. From here some people concluded the walk and headed home while some members
relocated to the hotel for a meal together and a good catch up. Thanks to those that came
along for the pleasant evening stroll - Allison
August 22, 2021 - Eel Creek
13 members set off to walk up Eel Creek. It was a perfect winter's day which was great
because the creek is quite exposed. The first part of the creek is fairly thick so slow going,
however it was very dry which made the walking a lot easier. We scared a goanna up a tree
early on, and saw another 3 on the way back.
At the side gorge three of us decided to sit and enjoy the view for a while as the others
climbed to the top. As it was going to be a while to wait we walked on to the permanent
waterhole and waited there for the others to join us. Most of us hopped in for a quick (cold!)
swim before enjoying lunch and heading back to the cars. It was a great day, thanks to
everyone for joining - Lucinda
August 29, 2021 - Mt Larcom
Saturday afternoon us five walker met at the parking at the trailhead, for we all had decided
to camp there the night. Sitting around the campfire, watching stars and satellites, dog loudly
barking close by. Later, in my tent, trying to sleep, still hearing the dogs barking, and later
again, until well after midnight it finally stops, peace at last.
Forecast for Sunday was hot and cloudy, with possible showers or even a thunderstorm
late morning, so we had decided to start an hour early. Sunday morning, cloudy, Mt Larcom
in thick clouds, not mountain range to see, but we decided to go anyway. A few cars and
eager climbers had already arrived since 4 am and started their walk, probably hoping for the
sunrise on top, but as we met them coming back, none had gotten a view of sunrise or
otherwise. After 2 hours we arrived on the summit with its summit cross. The clouds were
opening up, allowing short views to the east, then pea soup again, but in general going up,

up, up and finally, after about half an hour on the summit, the sun came out. Now we could
see Curtis Island, the Narrows, Gladstone Harbour to the east and to about Mr Larcom
township to the west. We were back at our cars before noon and nobody had gotten wet. But
driving home late the afternoon drizzle to showers on the Bruce Highway, growing into a
thunderstorm at Miriam Vale. On Tableland Road, after 5 pm, a very low sun resulted in the
most amazing double rainbow - Angela
August 29, 2021 - Pinnacles
Our small group of 6 met at Mt Walsh carpark a little after 8:00 and after a brief discussion we
were on our way. The first part of the climb up to the first Pinnacle didn't disappoint, with a
good cardio workout and regular stops and some cursing at the abundant cobblers pegs.
Although overcast, the early showers stayed away and the temperature rose quickly. The first
climb was uneventful, giving first timer Erica an idea of what was in store for her. The track
was fairly distinct so finding our way around the second Pinnacle and across to the third was
easy. The next obstacle was up over the rock ledges which required some technique and a
helping hand. With a short shower of rain and brisk breeze, the promised air conditioner
when we reached the Bluff lookout had us reaching for coats and sheltering from the wind.
There had been a few trees blown down and the track down off the Pinnacle took a bit of
finding, but we soon made it to the Saddle and Eagle Rock. Some of us had a break while
the more adventurous "Shane" climbed up Eagle Rock.
Bell took over the lead on the way down, taking us down the creek instead of the usual track
down. This would be a beautiful walk after decent rain, with rockpools and waterfalls all the
way down. The showers of rain returned making the rocks slippery, so Mary decided to climb
out of the creek and follow the main track back to the carpark. Once Mary was on the right
track "pun intended" I walked back up the creek to meet the rest of the group. I soon met up
with them and we returned to the carpark for refreshments and a chat. Thanks again Bell for
your support, even after leading us up Beerwah the day before. Thanks Shane for the beer at
the end of the day, and thanks Erica for the photos. Once again it was a great day with great
friends. - Marty
August 8 - Vera Scarth Johnson
Spring was in the air when 9 people prepared to walk through the reserve. The midges
were present but once we got into walking mode and the breeze began we didn’t notice
them. The wildflowers were everywhere along the way amongst the Wattles and Banksias.
The birds were singing as we walked by. We made our way down the to the wheel tracks on
the road walking through some very sticky slippery mud. We followed the track up a hill for a
view of the Elliott River where we found an abandoned burnt out car. The views of the river
showed sandbanks appearing through the out going tide, and people in boats trying their luck
for a fish or two.
On returning we followed the Wallaby track in the bush until we found the entrance back into
the reserve and back to the cars. We said goodbye to 4 of our walkers and drove to

Coonarr Beach. On the way we admired the beautiful wedding bush trees out in full
flower. After enjoying morning tea we had a stroll along the beach soaking up the sea air and
sunshine. Many thanks to Verlie for a very pleasant morning. - Joy
August 8 - Wildflower walk, Kinkuna
Would there actually be any wildflowers, that was the question? With three walks on offer this
day and it also being Father’s Day, only 6 walkers were able to attend. Barry and his son
Glynn also tagged along for the drive- a good test for the new car on Kinkuna’s sandy
track. We entered Kinkuna from the southern (Woodgate) end and travelled a short distance
over a good gravel road, then a few more km on a sandy 4WD track. Just past Theodolite
Creek we parked our 3 vehicles and set off along a vehicle management track that more or
less followed the route of the dry creek bed. With only patchy shade along the way, nature
smiled on us with a mainly cloudy countenance and “yes”, there were plenty of wildflowers
ranging from white through cream, soft pink and into bright yellows. With acknowledgements
to Angela and the local Wallum Wildflower Guide some of the species identified included
the grassy-leaved trigger plant, forest boronia, slender rice flower, eggs and bacon, yellow
pea bush, wild pansies and wild may. In this locality the flowers are scattered in
open eucalypt forest with lots of paper barks along the creek line. Another interesting species
seen in the middle of the track was a rather ugly variety of fungus with no stem. We followed
the track for nearly 5km, stopping beside the dry creek for morning tea and listening quietly
for birdsong. Returning the same way, the tranquillity was only disturbed by a couple of trail
bikers who had obviously missed the no bike sign. Six of us extended the day with a detour
to Woodgate for lunch, surprised by how chilly the ocean breeze was after the pleasant
temperature inland – Mary

Photos

Top Left - view from the top of Mt Perry
Top right - sunset from the Hummock
Bottom Left Right - trees at Kinkuna

Top, Left and right - Eel Creek

Top - Red Rock trail
Middle - Burnett Heads foreshore and lighthouse
Bottom Left - Paperbark Trail
Bottom Right - Pinnacles, Mt Walsh

Future Walks & Outings
September 5, 2021 - Kinkuna Wildflower Walk, Medium
A walk of about 6km through some partly overgrown but flat fire tracks in Kinkuna NP. The
wildflowers should be in flower making for a lovely landscape (and some nice photos!). The
road in requires 4WD so please discuss with Mary if you need a lift. Bring lunch on enjoy at
the palms on the beach. Meet at Thabeban State School at 8am. Contact Mary on 0414 190
566 to register.
September 7 - Annual General Meeting
Meet at Bundaberg State High School (F Block) beside the Administration Building at
6.00pm. Park on Maryborough Street and enter through the gate beside the Administration
Building. A normal monthly meeting will follow the AGM.
September 19, 2021 - Deepwater Walk - Medium
Approx 10-11km in total. Meet at North Bundy State School 7.30am. The first section of the
walk is along a vehicle maintenance track through varied vegetation to Deepwater Creek and
return- approx. 4 km. We then drive to the Wreck Rock Day Use area for morning tea and
leave cars here. Next walk along the 4WD track approx. 3.5km to Middle Rock where we
stop for lunch, and return to the cars along the beach where the tide will be out. Contact Mary
0414190566 to register.
September 19, 2021 - Elliott Heads, Easy s1a
An easy walk along the foreshore path at Elliott Heads. Contact Verlie (4152 8885) to
register. Leave from Thabeban State School at 8am.
September 19, 2021 - Palm Valley, Hard s3c
4WD into Mt Walsh NP (Coongarra Rock side) to find Palm Valley. This will be a 2hr drive
each way. The walk involves a very, very steep descent through scrub to reach the valley full
of palms, where the terrain flattens out. Meet at 7am at Kensington Coles. Contact Lucinda
(0421 011 181) to register).
October 2 -4, 2021 Labour Day Long Weekend camp at Ubobo
We will camp at the lovely campgrounds at Ubobo. For those that don't like to camp there is
some bunk accommodation also. The Boyne Valley Rail Trail should be open by then so we
will hopefully do that walk. Contact Lucinda (0421 011 181) to register).
October 3, 2021 - Woodgate easy
An easy walk along the boardwalk at Woodgate. Meet at Thabeban State School at
8am. Contact Verlie (4152 8885) to register.

October 5, 2021 - Monthly Meeting
Meet at Bundaberg State High School (F Block) beside the Administration Building at
6.00pm. Park on Maryborough Street and enter through the gate beside the Administration
Building.
October 10, 2021 - Kayak, Burrum River
Suitable for beginners. Must have own kayak. Distance of 10km or less. Please text
Michelle 0428 957 326 for meeting time and place.
October 17, 2021 - Cordalba Gold Mine - Medium s2c
A walk along mainly forestry tracks in the state forrest to an old gold mine. Bring morning tea
and lunch. Meet at 7am at Kensington Coles. Contact Allison (0448 846 084) to register.
October 17, 2021 - Botanic Gardens - Easy s1a
Let's see how many of the "walks" within the Botanic Gardens we can do! Meet at Fairymead
House at 8am. Contact Verlie (4152 8885) to register.
October 23, 2021 - Sunset at Mt Walsh - Hard s3d
Climb Mt Walsh in the afternoon to watch the sunset and walk back down in the evening. As
we will be walking in the dark you must have some hard walk experience and you must bring
a headlamp. Please also bring some nibblies to enjoy at the top. Contact Marty (0459 724
294) to register. Note this is a Saturday!
October 24, 2021 - Kayak, Hole in the Wall
This is a sea kayaking paddle and is only suitable for experienced sea
kayakers. Please text Michelle 0428 957 326 for meeting time and place.
October 31, 2021 - Barolin Reserve - Medium s2b
6-7km walk along formed tracks, some sandy, one creek crossing with stepping stones but
depending on water level you may get wet feet. Meet at the western entry of the reserve at
Bargara State School at 7am. Contact Angela (0447 226 854) by text only to register.
October 31, 2021 - Moore Park Beach - Easy s1a
An easy, lovely walk along the beach. Meet at North State School 8am. Contact Verlie (4152
8885) to register.
November 2, 2021 - Monthly Meeting
Meet at Bundaberg State High School (F Block) beside the Administration Building at
6.00pm. Park on Maryborough Street and enter through the gate beside the Administration
Building.

November 6, 2021 - Russo Nature Park and Vintner's Secret - Social Outing
A short walk at Russo Nature Park and on to Vintner's Secret Winery. Contact Allison (0448
846 084) to register.
November 7, 2021 - Kayak, Elliott River
Suitable for beginners. Must have own kayak. Distance of 10km or less. Please text
Michelle 0428 957 326 for meeting time and place.
November 14, 2021 - Coongarra Rockpools, Medium m3c
We will go in to the Rockpools via Coulston Lakes - a 4wd with high clearance is required and
this is a fairly rough road. Meet at Lions Park, Biggenden at 8am. Contact Marty (0459 724
294) to register.
November 21, 2021 - Kayak, Smiths Crossing
Suitable for beginners. Must have own kayak. Distance of 10km or less. Please text
Michelle 0428 957 326 for meeting time and place.
December 4, 2021 - Kayak, Lake Gregory
Suitable for beginners. Must have own kayak. Distance of 10km or less. Please text
Michelle 0428 957 326 for meeting time and place.
December 4, 2021 - Christmas Party (note - Saturday)
All members are invited to a brunch at the BBQ area (Que Hee St entrance), Baldwin Swamp
from 9am. the club will provide bacon, eggs, sausages and juice. BYO drinks and if you feel
inclined, a plate to share. Please RSVP to Allison by 26 November for catering purposes.
Don't forget your photos for the photo competition!
February 6, 2022 - Planning Meeting
This meeting will be to plan the walk calendar for the second half of 2021. If you cannot make
the meeting, we are still happy to receive ideas beforehand, especially if you are interested in
leading the walk. Meet at the bush chapel area (next to Cafe 1928) at the Botanic Gardens
at 10am. We will have lunch and a catch-up after the meeting. BYO chair, food and ideas!
February 8, 2021 - Monthly Meeting
Meet at Bundaberg State High School (F Block) beside the Administration Building at
6.00pm. Park on Maryborough Street and enter through the gate beside the Administration
Building.

2021 Annual Photo Competition Rules
Photos must be taken during the current year and on club walks or outings.
Categories: Landscape, Wildlife, Flora, Macro, Funny and People (on or more persons) along with a
photo of any subject featuring the yearly colour which this year is WHITE.
There is an additional category of Free Choice, where photo entries may be a photo of any subject
taken in any year, on club activities or not.
One 6x4 photo per person per category. $10 prize and bragging rights for the winner of each
category.

General Information
Current Fees (membership fees due 1 July each year):
•
•
•

Membership fees - Adult - $20 per adult
Membership fees - Child (under 18) - $10 (for one or more children from the same family)
Walk Fees - free for members, $5 per visitor

Visitors attending a walk are temporary members for the walk, upon signing the acknowledgement of risk
and obligations until the walk outing is completed. We recommend a minimum of one walk be completed
before you apply for membership. Membership application is mandatory before participation in your third
walk.
Please do not sent cash through the mail. You can pay your membership fees at the monthly meeting, or
by EFT BSB064-403, account no 00915879 quoting your surname as reference. A receipt will be emailed
to you by the Treasurer.
All persons take part in outings on the understanding that they do so entirely at their own risk. They agree
that the responsibility which they take for their own safety, is the same that they would apply if they were
on their own organised outing.
Those intending to participate on outings are asked to contact the nominated walk leader prior to the walk.
This particularly applies to newcomers to club outings. Comfortable walking shoes/boots and suitable
clothing should be worn on all outings. A suitable day pack should also be carried (see our website for
suggested pack contents).
On day walks, car loads are generally arranged at the nominated departure point with passengers
contributing to fuel costs. Suggested basic contributions for passengers are:
10-20 kms $5/person, 20-50km $8/person, 50/100km $10/person
100-200km $15/person, 200-250km $20/person, 250-300km $25/person
Contact Code: A few reminders for all walkers
•

Please contact walk leaders a least one week before a walk. If you leave it till Thursday or Friday
night you may be disappointed to find that the walk has been cancelled, due to apparent lack of
interest. Also dates, details etc can & do change. Leaders give their time to organise walks and
need to know if they are committed to lead a walk.

•
•
•
•

Arrive at the meeting point 10 minutes before the set time. Our times are departure times and we
try to be punctual. Late walkers can be left behind!
Read the walk description and note the rating. If you are unsure of your abilities, please discuss
this with the leader before nominating. Neither you nor other walkers will have a good day if your
fitness is not of a suitable standard.
Do you have a health problem that may affect your performance on a walk? It is important that you
inform the leader of this and discuss the matter.
If you have commitments after a walk please discuss this with the leader before commencing a
walk. Leaders cannot guarantee the time of return, due to weather, terrain & the expertise of
walkers.

Walk Recce Costs - just a reminder to anyone carrying out recce's for walks. Funds are available to cover
expenses (fuel etc). Please submit a claim (mileage travelled) to the treasurer.
First Aid - to encourage more members to become First Aid proficient, the Club will pa a 50% fee subsidy
to those members who attend and complete a recognised First Aid or CPR course.

